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Match preview

The main entrance to Arnhem's Gelredome stadium is adorned with plaques commemorating memorable nights in
the nine years since the venue was inaugurated. Unusually, there is just one football match though Serbia and England
are hoping to justify a new entry when they meet in the UEFA European Under-21 Championship Group B opener
on Monday night.

'Great momentum'
Madonna, U2 and Bruce Springsteen have all earned residence on the pavement outside the 28,000-capacity ground,
but as yet only BV Vitesse's 2-1 UEFA Cup second-round victory against Werder Bremen in 2002 celebrates the
stadium's No1 purpose. It is high time for an addition and England manager Stuart Pearce is confident his team are
in the right shape to put on another memorable show. "We come into the tournament with great momentum and
preparations have gone well," said the 45-year-old. "The build-up has been good and we're just waiting to get stuck
into the games now."

No 'overcooking'
England teams are no strangers to the heavy weight of expectation, a pressure the manager is keen to alleviate ahead
of fixtures against the Czechs, Italy and Serbia. "I'm not sure who are favourites as it's a tough group," said Pearce,
the former international left-back who goes into the opening game without the suspended Steven Taylor while Anton
Ferdinand faces a late fitness test on a groin injury. "Sometimes England have overcooked their favourites' tag and
while we have a good chance we're well aware that there are seven other teams in this tournament and they've got
great chances too."

Injury hit
England have not beaten the Czech Republic in two previous meetings, and Pearce is far from complacent about
Ladislav Škorpil's talented outfit, conceding that they "will be hard-working and physically they're big and strong".
Czech Republic forward Michal Papadopulos - now of Bayer 04 Leverkusen but a former team-mate of Justin Hoyte
during a spell at Arsenal FC - fits that billing. He told uefa.com: "We are ready. Our ambition is to get through the
group stage - anything can happen after that."

'Ready to fight'
Skorpil has had his preparations undermined by injuries to such an extent that a delegate was asked to make up the
numbers in one training session last week. "It's been difficult with all the injuries but we're ready," he said. "We have
to forget what has happened recently and concentrate on players' form now." It is something the Czech coach will be
doing in the run up to the game after admitting he does not yet know his lineup. "I don't know which players will start,"
said the coach, who will begin with Tomáš Krbeček on the bench due to an ankle injury. "I started coaching in 1969
and there have been times when I've been able to pick the team the week before. There have been other moments
when I still haven't known it as I've got off the team bus." Whoever lines up at the Gelredome, however, Škorpil is
sure of one thing: "We are ready to fight".
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Team facts

Czech Republic
• The Czech Republic have never played England in a competitive Under-21 fixture.

• The sides did meet at the 2003 UEFA European Under-19 Championship in Liechtenstein, the Czechs running out
3-0 winners to claim a semi-final place. Michal Kadlec and Martin Klein were in the Czech side, both playing 90
minutes.

• Milan Švenger and Michal Švec were in the Czech team that lost 2-0 to England in the opening fixture in 2003
European U17 Championship Elite round Group 6. They went on to finish third in the four-team section to bow out of
the competition.

• Jan Blažek, meanwhile, scored twice as the Czechs defeated England 2-1 in a U19 friendly in October 2005.

• Czech coach Ladislav Škorpil came up against English sides twice in competitive fixtures while in charge of FC
Slovan Liberec. Liberec lost 4-2 on aggregate to eventual winners Liverpool FC in the 2000/01 UEFA Cup second
round but then triumphed 4-2 in a penalty shoot-out against Ipswich Town FC at the same stage of the same competition
two seasons later after each side had won their home leg 1-0.

• Three of the Czech squad have played against English teams at club level. Kadlec played twice against Arsenal
FC for AC Sparta Praha in the 2005/06 UEFA Champions League group stage, in 2-0 and 3-0 defeats for Sparta,
while Michal Papadopulos appeared in both legs as FC Baník Ostrava lost to Middlesbrough FC in the 2004/05
UEFA Cup first round.

• Papadopulos and Švec both encountered English opposition in the 2006/07 UEFA Cup, the latter's SK Slavia Praha
side losing both legs of their first round tie with Tottenham Hotspur FC 1-0 while Papadopulos was an unused substitute
in both matches as Bayer 04 Leverkusen eliminated Blackburn Rovers FC in the Round of 32.

• The Czech Republic have played 115 competitive fixtures at U21 level, winning 64 and losing 29 with the remaining
29 games drawn. In the process, 223 goals have been scored and 111 conceded.

• The Czech Republic last qualified for these finals in 2002, when a side including Petr Čech, Zdenek Grygera and
Milan Baroš defeated France in a penalty shoot-out in Basle to lift the trophy for the first time. MiroslvaBeranek's
side finished second in Group B at the finals in Switzerland, losing their opening fixture 2-0 to France before defeating
Belgium 1-0 and drawing 1-1 against Greece to progress behind France. Italy were then defeated 3-2 in the semi-finals
before a 3-1 win against the French in a shoot-out after a goalless draw.

• That was the Czech Republic's second successive U21 final, following a 2-1 loss to Italy in the 2000 showpiece in
Bratislava.

• The Czechs have a fine record in U21 competition, reaching the quarter-finals in 1996 and previously, as
Czechoslovakia, in 1978, 1980, 1988, 1990, 1992 and 1994.

• Prior to qualifying for this year's event, the Czechs lost in the play-offs for the previous two finals, going down 4-3
on penalties to Switzerland in 2004 after the two sides had drawn 3-3 on aggregate and losing 3-0 to Germany over
two legs two years later.

• Only one member of the Czech squad has played for the senior international side: Daniel Pudil, who won his first
and only cap to date as a half-time substitute in a friendly against Belgium in February.
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• Seven players appeared in all four qualifying matches: Zdeněk Zlámal, Josef Kaufman, Roman Hubník, Kadlec,
Pudil, Jan Holenda and Papadopulos. Of those Zlámal, Hubník, Kadlec and Pudil played all 360 minutes.

• Ten players in the finals squad did not appear at all in qualifying: Josef Kubásek, Švenger, Martin Kuncl,
Martin Klein, Milan Kopic, Tomáš Krbeček, František Rajtoral, Jiří Kladrubský, Jan Kysela and Filip Rýdel.
Klein was an unused substitute in all four qualifying matches.

• Tomáš Frejlach was one of nine players to score three goals in qualifying, one less than top scorers England's Theo
Walcott and Russia pair Igor Denisov and Nikita Bazhenov. However, the Liberec midfielder will miss the finals with
a knee injury.

• The Czechs were one of five finalists to remain unbeaten in qualifying, defeating Cyprus (2-0) and Belarus (2-1) to
win Group 9. Bosnia-Herzegovina were then overcome 3-2 on aggregate in the play-offs, Frejlach scoring a late
equaliser to secure a 1-1 draw in the second leg after goals from Daniel Kolář and Hubník had earned a 2-1 first-leg
advantage.

• The Czech Republic reached the final of the Vale do Tejo tournament in February, Ladislav Volešák scoring both
goals in a 2-0 win against Slovenia. Martin Fillo then headed them into the lead in the final against hosts Portugal,
but Semedo levelled on the hour and Portugal subsequently prevailed 4-1 in a penalty shoot-out.

• Škorpil's plans for these finals have been undermined by withdrawals, with Frejlach ruled out by a knee injury while
captain Martin Latka was forced to pull out on 6 June having failed to recover from a thigh problem. Mario Holek was
ruled out the previous day with a sprained ankle.

• Kuncl was called up the replace Latka, becoming the third new face in the Czech squad following the late additions
of SK Sigma Olomouc midfielder Filip Rýdel and FC Viktoria Plzeň forward Tomáš Krbeček.

England
• Walcott was top scorer in qualifying, his four goals putting him level with Nikita Bazhenov and Igor Denisov. None
of the trio will be at the finals, however, Walcott through a shoulder injury and Bazhenov and Denisov as Russia did
not qualify.

• Only four players scored for England in qualifying: Walcott (4), David Nugent (2), James Milner (1) and
Leighton Baines (1).

• England came within two minutes of elimination in the qualifying round. Having let a two-goal lead slip against
Switzerland in Lucerne, England were grateful to a last-gasp goal from Milner to secure a 3-2 victory and send them
through. They were in the situation having conceding late on in their opening match against Moldova when they were
held to a 2-2 draw in Ipswich.

• England were a different proposition against Germany in the play-offs. Baines gave them a 1-0 first-leg victory with
what he called a "once in a lifetime" strike in Coventry before Walcott took the initiative in the away fixture, his two
late goals sealing a finals berth.

• Five players featured in every minute in qualifying: Baines, Scott Carson, Anton Ferdinand, Tom Huddlestone
and Nigel Reo-Coker. Nugent, Walcott, Steven Taylor also played some part in every game.

• If he plays all three of England's group games Carson will become the most capped player at Under-21 level in the
country's history. Liverpool FC's Jamie Carragher and Aston Villa FC captain Gareth Barry currently share the record
with 27 appearances apiece, while Carson has 25 and Milner is on 24.

• Taylor will be the only player suspended for the first round of fixtures in the Netherlands.
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• Justin Hoyte and Wayne Routledge have never played a competitive match for England at U21 level.

• Four different managers have led out England over the past 12 months. Peter Taylor guided them through qualifying
before stepping aside, leaving caretaker coach Sammy Lee to take charge of a friendly against the Netherlands in
November. Stuart Pearce was appointed on 1 February, but his assistant Nigel Pearson was at the helm for the 3-3
friendly draw against Italy at the new Wembley Stadium.

• A 5-0 victory against Slovakia on Tuesday (5 June) extended England's unbeaten run to nine matches, stretching
back to their 2-1 play-off defeat by France in November 2005. That sequence includes six wins and three draws.

• Two members of the squad have been capped at senior level: Nugent (1 appearance) and Kieran Richardson (8).
Nugent scored on his debut against Andorra. Manager Pearce, meanwhile, won 78 caps – leaving him 13th on the
all-time list.

• England played their first match at U21 level on 15 December 1976, a side including Ray Wilkins, Glenn Hoddle,
Alan Sunderland and David Fairclough drawing 0-0 with Wales.

• Manager Pearce made just one appearance for the U21s.

• Every member of the 18-man England squad that lined up against Estonia in UEFA EURO 2008™ qualifying on 6
June played at U21 level.

• Looking further back, Terry Butcher, Gordon Cowans, Paul Gascoigne and Alan Shearer all played at U21 level
before representing the senior England side.

• England have won the competition twice. In 1982 Dave Sexton's side beat West Germany 5-4 on aggregate to claim
the title for the first time and two years later they repeated the feat, seeing off Italy and France en route to a final
where they beat Spain 3-0.

• England had enjoyed more success against Czechoslovakia, winning 2-1 at the 1990 Toulon tournament though
they lost by the same scoreline when the sides were paired again in 1992.

• England and the Czech Republic met at the 2003 UEFA European U19 Championship in Liechtenstein, the Czechs
running out 3-0 winners to claim a semi-final place.

• Taylor and Mark Noble were in the England side that defeated the Czech's 2-0 in the opening fixture of the 2003
European U17 Championship Elite round and went on to finish fourth at the finals in Portugal.

• Hoyte, Taylor and Milner also played in a U20 friendly against the Czechs in October 2003.

• Taylor captained England to a 2-0 friendly win against the Czechs at U17 level in July 2002. Milner played the full
90 minutes while Huddlestone came on as a second-half substitute.
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Squad list

Czech Republic
All-timeCurrent season

U21FTQual.
GlsPldGlsPldGlsPldAgeDoBPlayerNo

Goalkeepers
-----42105.11.1985Zdeněk Zlámal1
------2206.05.1985Josef Kubásek16
------2006.07.1986Milan Švenger23

Defenders
-----42327.03.1984Josef Kaufman2
------2301.04.1984Martin Kuncl3
----142306.06.1984Roman Hubník4
-----42213.12.1984Michal Kadlec5
------2202.07.1984Martin Klein13
------2123.11.1985Milan Kopic21

Midfielders
-----22326.01.1984Luboš Hušek6
----142127.10.1985Daniel Kolář7
-----12229.06.1984Tomáš Jirsák8
------2127.10.1985Tomáš Krbecek9
-----42127.09.1985Daniel Pudil11
-----22019.03.1987Michal Švec12
------2112.03.1986František Rajtoral15
------2119.11.1985Jiří Kladrubský17
------2117.12.1985Jan Kysela18
------2330.03.1984Filip Rýdel20

Forwards
----142122.08.1985Jan Holenda10
-----42214.04.1985Michal Papadopulos14
-----12107.02.1986Martin Fillo19
-----21920.03.1988Jan Blažek22

Coach
-----46206.06.1945Ladislav Škorpil-
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England
All-timeCurrent season

U21FTQual.
GlsPldGlsPldGlsPldAgeDoBPlayerNo

Goalkeepers
-----42103.09.1985Scott Carson1
------2019.04.1987Joe Hart13
------2001.01.1987Ben Alnwick22

Defenders
-----22220.11.1984Justin Hoyte2
----142211.12.1984Leighton Baines3
-----42123.01.1986Steven Taylor4
-----42218.02.1985Anton Ferdinand5
------2119.12.1985Gary Cahill6
------2209.07.1984Liam Rosenior14
------2012.11.1986Nedum Onuoha20
------2208.09.1984Peter Whittingham23

Midfielders
-----42314.05.1984Nigel Reo-Coker7
------2221.10.1984Kieran Richardson9
-----32207.01.1985Wayne Routledge12
----132104.01.1986James Milner15
-----42028.12.1986Tom Huddlestone17
------2008.05.1987Mark Noble18

Forwards
----242202.05.1985David Nugent10
-----32109.07.1985Ashley Young11
------2228.12.1984Leroy Lita16
------2114.04.1986Matt Derbyshire19
------1814.07.1988James Vaughan21

Coach
------4524.04.1962Stuart Pearce-
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Head coaches

Czech Republic: Ladislav Škorpil

Date of birth: 6 June 1945

Playing career: RH Hradec Králové (twice), Dukla Žamberk

Coaching career: Spartak Hradec Králové youth sides (1969-90), Czechoslovakia Under-16s and U18s (1982-90),
SK Hradec Králové (1990-93), DAC Dunajská Streda (1993-94), FK Dukla Praha (1995-97), DAC Dunajská Streda
(1997-98), Hradec Králové (1998), FC Slovan Liberec (1999-2004), Czech Republic Under-21s (since 2004)

Ladislav Škorpil may not have been an outstanding player but that has proved no handicap in his coaching career.
As well as proving his talent at various youth levels, he led FC Slovan Liberec to their first league title in 2002 and to
the quarter-finals of the UEFA Cup.

Škorpil earned his reputation coaching the youth sides at Spartak Hradec Králové, which led to a similar role within
the Czechoslovakian Football Association. He worked with the U16 and U18 sides until 1990 when he took his first
post as coach of a top-flight Czechoslovakian side, Hradec Králové. He moved to Slovakia's Dunajská Streda in 1993,
took them to third place and then returned home at the end of the season to help Dukla Praha win promotion to the
top flight. After further short spells at Dunajská Streda and Hradec Králové, he joined Liberec where he enjoyed
sustained success.

Liberec won the Czech Cup in 2000 and then the Czech league for the first time in 2002, earning Škorpil the coach
of the year award in the process. They excelled in Europe the following season, defeating RC Celta de Vigo, RCD
Mallorca and Olympique Lyonnais en route to the UEFA Cup quarter-finals where they lost to eventual finalists BV
Borussia Dortmund. In 2004 Škorpil took charge of the Czech U21 side and though he missed out in his first attempt
to reach the U21 finals, losing to Germany in the play-offs in 2006, he made no mistake second time round.
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England: Stuart Pearce

Date of birth: 24 April 1962

Playing career: Wealdstone FC, Coventry City FC, Nottingham Forest FC, Newcastle United FC, West Ham United
FC, Manchester City FC, England (78 caps, five goals)

Coaching career: Nottingham Forest (1996-97 player manager), Manchester City (2001-05 first-team coach),
Manchester City (March 2005-May 2007, manager).

Having played 78 times for his country and been coached by some of the most famous managers of recent times,
Stuart Pearce should be well equipped to cope with the task of leading England.

Pearce, who has worked with European Champion Clubs' Cup winning coach Brian Clough, Sir Bobby Robson and
Terry Venables, took the reins of England's youngsters after the resignation of Peter Taylor. Having started his career
at non-league Wealdstone whilst training as an electrician, Pearce moved into professional football with Coventry City
and then came under Clough's influence with a switch to Forest in 1987.

While at the City Ground, Pearce made his international debut in 1987 in a friendly against Brazil. Pearce became a
national icon after television cameras captured his disappointment following England's penalty shoot-out defeat to
Germany in the semi-final of the 1990 FIFA World Cup. He had an equally memorable moment six years later,
converting a courageous penalty in the shoot-out victory against Spain at EURO '96™.

Following Frank Clark's departure from Forest in the 1996/97 season, Pearce experienced his first taste of football
management. Unable to keep Forest in the top division, Pearce left to continue his playing career in the north-east at
Newcastle, before moving back home to London to play for West Ham.

Two years later Pearce was again on the move, this time linking up with former England manager Kevin Keegan at
Manchester City as first-team coach. When Keegan left in 2005 Pearce took charge, going unbeaten in his first seven
matches, but his time in charge at City ran out in May 2007 when he was sacked after guiding his side to 14th in the
Premiership. That left him to focus on his other role as England U21 manager, a position he assumed in February
2007.
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Match officials

Zsolt Szabó (HUN)Referee
Tomislav Petrovic (CRO), Anders Norrestrand (DEN)Assistant referees
Knut Kircher (GER)Fourth official
Márton Esterházy (HUN)UEFA Delegate
Bo Karlsson (SWE)UEFA Referee observer

Referees

UEFAUNDER21DoBNat.Name
18501.01.1972HUNZsolt Szabó

Although just 35, of the referees at the finals Zsolt Szabó is the match official with the most international experience.

• The official impressed on his international debut - a UEFA European Under-18 Championship qualifier in May 1999
between Bosnia-Herzegovina and Portugal - to such an extent that Szabó’s next assignment was a UEFA Cup match
that August between FC Levadia Maardu and FC Steaua Bucaresti, which resulted in the same scoreline, 4-1 to the
visitors.

• Took charge of his first UEFA Champions League qualifying match in July 2000 between FK Crvena Zvedza and
KÍ Klaksvík (2-0) and the first of five subsequent Under-21 matches in September that year.

• Went to the 2004 UEFA European Under-19 Championship finals in Switzerland, where he officiated three matches
including hosts Spain’s semi-final defeat of Ukraine on penalties. Has also taken charge of a total of 14 UEFA Cup
matches, two FIFA World Cup qualifiers and two UEFA European Championship qualifying matches.

Did you know?
Szabó is a financial auditor based in Budapest.

UEFA European Under-21 Championship matches involving teams from the two countries involved in this
match

VenueResStageComp.Date
Uherske Hradiste0-2Czech Republic - GermanyP-OU2111.11.2005
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Group statistics - Group  B

PtsGAGFLDWPld
0000000England
0000000Italy
0000000Serbia
0000000Czech Republic

Stadium, VenueResultMatchDate
Gelredome, Arnhem-Czech Republic - England11.06.2007

De Goffert, Nijmegen-Serbia - Italy11.06.2007

De Goffert, Nijmegen-Czech Republic - Serbia14.06.2007

Gelredome, Arnhem-England - Italy14.06.2007

Gelredome, Arnhem-Italy - Czech Republic17.06.2007

De Goffert, Nijmegen-England - Serbia17.06.2007
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Competition facts

UEFA European Under-21 Championship: qualifying

• It started out with 51 nations, but six months, 72 games and 199 goals later, seven teams had won the right to join
hosts and holders the Netherlands in the 2007 UEFA European Under-21 Championship finals.

• Russia were the most prolific scorers in qualifying, although 12 goals in their four matches were not enough to secure
a place in the finals as they lost out to Portugal in the play-offs.

• The Portuguese scored eight during their campaign, the same as England and Belgium but two fewer than Serbia
who were the most free-scoring of the finalists. The Czech Republic hit the net seven times, and Israel five, while Italy
booked their place by scoring at the unremarkable rate of exactly one per game.

• Italy boasted the best defence in qualifying, holding out for 330 minutes before Spain's Roberto Soldado finally broke
their resistance in the play-offs.

• Having lost the first leg of their play-off 3-0 in Sweden, Serbia's 5-0 second-leg triumph was the biggest win in
qualifying, matching Hungary's 5-0 demolition of Finland. The Finns also conceded five against Russia although Veli
Lampi did score a consolation in that match.

• Only players born or after 1 January 1984 are eligible to play in the 2006/07 European U21 Championship.

• At 15 years and eleven months, Liechtenstein midfielder David Hasler was the youngest player to appear in qualifying
when he started in his side's back-to-back defeats by Northern Ireland in the preliminary round in April and May.

• Terry Dixon became the youngest in qualifying proper when he came on as a substitute in the Republic of Ireland's
loss to Belgium in September. At 16 years and seven months the Tottenham Hotspur FC striker was six years younger
than F.Y.R. Macedonia goalkeeper Filip Madzovski, who was born on 1 January 1984 - the maximum limit of eligibility
for the competition.

UEFA European Under-21 Championship: finals

• No team has won the competition on home territory since the switch to a new format in 1994. Until then the final had
been decided on a two-legged basis. Spain came closest in 1996, reaching the final where they lost on penalties to
Italy.

• Italy have won four of the seven finals since the new format was introduced.

• Seven single-match finals (from a total of 15) have taken place since the format changed for the 1992-94 competition.

• Since the 1992-94 change, Italy have won all four finals in which they have appeared with Spain, the Czech Republic
and the Netherlands winning the other three. France, Greece, Serbia and Montenegro and Ukraine have each been
losing finalists.

• Six red cards have been issued in single-match finals. The most recent was Olexandr Romanchuk for Ukraine in
the 2006 showpiece.

• The single-match final has seen three goals on three occasions. In 2000, Italy beat the Czech Republic 2-1, thanks
to Andrea Pirlo's double. In 2004, the Azzurrini won 3-0 against Serbia and Montenegro thanks to goals from Daniele
De Rossi, Cesare Bovo and Alberto Gilardino. The Netherlands won by the same margin last year, with Klaas Jan
Huntelaar (two) and Nicky Hofs on target.
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• Those 3-0 wins for Italy in 2004 and the Netherlands in 2006 are the biggest winning margins in a one-off final.

• Pirlo and Huntelaar are the only men to have scored twice in a final since 1994's move to one-off games. Prior to
that Vahid Halilhodžić (Yugoslavia 1978), Gary Owen (England 1982), Franck Sauzée (France 1988) and Andrei
Sidelnikov (USSR 1990) had all scored twice in one leg of a final.

• Prior to the single-match finals, Pierre Littbarski, for West Germany in the 1982 final second leg, is the only man to
have scored a hat-trick.

• Since the single-match finals began, two have ended in penalty shoot-outs, with nine-man Italy triumphing 5-4 in
the 1996 final against Spain. The Czech Republic did likewise, prevailing 3-1 over France in 2002 following the only
final to date to end in a goalless draw.

• Only the 1994 final has been decided in extra time, substitute Pierluigi Orlandini winning it for Italy against Portugal
with the only goal of the game in the 97th minute.

• Only five players have won the European U21 title twice: Danny Thomas (England 1982 and 1984), Dario Marcolin
and Roberto Muzzi (Italy 1992 and 1994) and Fabio Cannavaro and Christian Panucci (Italy 1994 and 1996).

• The fulcrum of Italy's FIFA World Cup winning squad had also been involved in U21 final victories: Cannavaro (1994
and 1996), Filippo Inzaghi (1994), Francesco Totti and Alessandro Nesta(1996), Andrea Pirlo and Gennaro Gattuso
(2000) and Marco Amelia, Daniele De Rossi, Alberto Gilardino and Andrea Barzagli (2004). Laurent Blanc is the only
other player to have achieved the double, adding his 1998 World Cup medal to the U21 one he had picked up a
decade earlier.

• Pierre Littbarski claimed the 1990 World Cup with West Germany, beating England in the semi-finals. Eight years
earlier he had scored a hat-trick in vain as his side lost the U21 final 5-4 on aggregate to the same opponents.

• When he helped France to success at UEFA EURO 2000™ Blanc became the first - and so far only - player to win
both the U21 title and the UEFA European Championship.
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Competition information

The Netherlands took command of Group A on the first day of the 2007 UEFA European Under-21 Championship
with a 1-0 victory against Israel at the Abe Lenstra Stadium in Heerenveen. Hedwiges Maduro scored the only goal
when he knocked in man-of-the-match Royston Drenthe's free-kick in the tenth minute. The hosts and holders are
two points clear of Belgium and Portugal who played out an entertaining goalless draw at the Euroborg Stadium in
Groningen. Group A resumes on Wednesday when the Netherlands meet Portugal and Israel take on Belgium. Before
then Group B kicks off on Monday when the Czech Republic play England and Serbia face Italy.

• Carlsberg Man of the Match: A member of the UEFA Technical Study Group will select a man of the match at
every game in the finals. The player will receive his award at the post-match press conference. The winners so far
are:

NED v ISR: Royston Drenthe (NED)
POR v BEL: Marouane Fellaini (BEL)

• Attendances: The 2006 finals in Portugal attracted 182,671 supporters, shattering the previous record of 110,000
set in 2004 in Germany. In 2006, the highest crowd was 28,174 when Germany played Portugal in the group stage,
while the average match attendance was 12,178. The attendances here so far have been:

NED v ISR: 22,013
POR v BEL: 7,197

• Tickets: Tickets for the finals are still on sale with seats available for every match except the Group A game between
between the Netherlands and Portugal on 13 June. Fans can apply on uefa.com until five days before the relevant
match or purchase tickets from TicketBox sales points across the Netherlands up until kick-off. If tickets are still
available they will be put on sale on the matchday at the stadium itself from three hours before kick-off at the Ticket
Information Points.

• Officials: French referee Stéphane Lannoy will officiate Serbia's game against France at the De Goffert Stadium
in Nijmegen on Monday with Tihon Kalugin (RUS) and Manuel Navarro (SUI) working as his assistant referees. Bjorn
Kuipers (NED) is the fourth official. Hungarian Zsolt Szabó will take charge of the Czech Republic against England
at the Gelredome in Arnhem. The assistant referees are Tomislav Petrović (CRO) and Anders Norrestrand (DEN)
with Knut Kircher (GER) the fourth official.

• Anti-doping: On Monday and Tuesday, the eight participating teams will each attend a one-hour anti-doping session
in which UEFA experts will highlight the dangers of drugs and doping, as well as explaining doping control procedures.
UEFA's anti-doping drive, which has been stepped up in the past couple of years, is particularly aimed at younger
players, with education programmes taking place at all youth tournaments. The Group A teams will attend sessions
at their bases on Monday with the Group B teams following on Tuesday.

• TV deals: The finals will attract worldwide television coverage. Six of the eight participants will be seen on domestic
free-to-air TV, while pay-TV channels Sky Sports and Charlton will screen all matches live in the United Kingdom and
Israel respectively. Dutch station Tien has acquired the domestic rights in the host country and will also produce the
TV signal for all broadcasters worldwide, while pan-regional agreements are in place for coverage to Africa, the
Americas, the Pacific region, the Middle East, Asia and the Far East.

• Quicklinks: A media information guide is being updated daily on uefa.com, providing times of press conferences
and training as well as the full addresses of the teams' hotels and training grounds. It can be accessed via this link:
http://www.uefa.com/competitions/under21/finals/index.html
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• New ball: The finals will have an official match ball for the first time, after adidas unveiled one featuring the orange
of the Dutch national shirts tinged with gold to represent the Netherlands' success at last summer's finals and the fact
that they are hosting the event. The ball employs the latest technology and is made of just 14 panels, as opposed to
the 32-panel design that has characterised most footballs since 1970. With balls now being thermally bonded rather
than hand stitched, fewer panels are used, allowing a smoother surface and a perfectly rounded ball which is easier
for players to control. adidas also supply the official match balls for the UEFA European Championship and UEFA
Champions League.

• Giant picture: Cees Jansen, the mayor of Arnhem, and tournament director Harry Been have unveiled a giant
picture of the official match ball on the outside of the 65 metre-tall WTC Building in Arnhem. The image, which is 33m
high and 30m wide, took three days to put up and will remain on the building near Arnhem Central Station for the next
few weeks.

• Official song: DJ Armin van Buuren will be getting plenty of exposure over the next two weeks thanks to Rush Hour,
which was composed for the tournament and is its official tune. Available in shops from 8 June, it will be played during
the warm-up before every match, as the players enter the pitch and after each goal in the final. In addition, Van Buuren
will perform during the final in Groningen after a concert at the Radio 538 Fan Festival at the city's Grote Markt earlier
in the day.

• Free transport: Coach company Rexona are providing free coaches for Dutch fans wanting to see the host nation's
games, departing from all over the Netherlands in a bid to increase support for Foppe de Haan's team. Home supporters
who already have a match ticket for one of their team's games can apply for a seat on one of the coaches at
www.Rexona.nl/bus.

• Hit Squad: Since April, the UEFA Hit Squad has been promoting the finals by taking a variety of inflatable football
games to well-attended events across the Netherlands. Supporters are given a chance to measure both the power
and precision of their shots and play small-sided games on a mini-pitch. The roadshow has also featured a number
of famous faces from the football and sporting worlds including tournament ambassador Frank de Boer. Until the final
on 23 June, the Hit Squad will be at the Fan Festival before selected matches.

11 June:
15.45-19.15 - 1944 (Nijmegen)
13 June:
15.45-19.15 - Grote Markt (Groningen)
14 June:
15.45-19.15 - Kerkplein (Arnhem)
16 June:
15.45-19.15 - Burgemeester Kuperusplein (Heerenveen)
17 June:
15.45-19.15 - Grote Markt (Nijmegen)
20 June:
15.45-19.15 - TBC
23 June:
15.45-19.15 - Grote Markt (Groningen)

uefa.com: A team of reporters in the Netherlands will help uefa.com provide coverage in eleven languages - English,
Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Japanese, Chinese and Korean - including the live
MatchCentre for every game. The Dutch Under-21 site was launched on 14 February and is run in close co-operation
with the Royal Netherlands Football Association. As part of the coverage, there will be an extensive multimedia service,
with live match video on behalf of the rights-holding broadcasters via uefa.com. Match highlights and full-match re-runs
will also be available as well as regular vodcasts from the finals to complement the extensive news, reports, features
and photos.
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• 2006 team of the tournament: uefa.com staff writers selected the following side from the 176 who took part in
Portugal.
GK: Steve Mandanda (France)
RB: Dwight Tiendalli (Netherlands)
CB: Dmytro Chygrynskiy (Ukraine)
CB: Milan Stepanov (Serbia and Montenegro)
LB: Urby Emanuelson (Netherlands)
RM: Thomas Kahlenberg (Denmark)
CM: Ismaïl Aissati (Netherlands)
CM: Rio Antonio Mavuba (France)
LM: Jérémy Toulalan (France)
CF: Artem Milevskiy (Ukraine)
CF: Klaas Jan Huntelaar (Netherlands)
The uefa.com U21 team of the tournament does not bear the official UEFA imprimatur.

• How the 2007 final round works: The group stage is based on a league system (three points for a win, one for a
draw, none for a defeat) to produce four semi-finalists. The winners and runners-up in each group play each other
over one match to produce the two finalists - Winner Group A v Runner-up Group B/Winner Group B v Runner-up
Group A. If in the semi-finals or final the match ends in a draw, extra time then penalties will be played to determine
the winner.

If two or more teams are equal on points on completion of all the matches in their group, the following criteria will be
used to determine the rankings in the order given:
a) number of points obtained in the matches among the teams in question;
b) goal difference in the matches among the teams in question;
c) number of goals scored in the matches among the teams in question (if more than two teams finish equal on points);
d) goal difference in all the group matches;
e) number of goals scored in all the group matches;
f) coefficient from the qualifying competitions (only group stage matches) for the 2006/07 and 2007/09 UEFA European
Under-21 Championship (points obtained divided by the number of matches played);
g) goal difference from the play-offs;
h) average number of goals scored per play-off;
i) fair play conduct of the teams (final tournament);
h) drawing of lots.

If two teams which have the same number of points, the same number of goals scored and conceded play their last
group match against each other and are still equal at the end of that match, the ranking of the two teams in question
will be determined by penalties, provided no other teams within the group have the same number of points on completion
of all group matches.

• Disciplinary information: Cautions and pending yellow-card suspensions from qualifying-competition matches all
expired on completion of the qualifying competition and are not carried forward. England defender Steven Taylor was
sent off in the play-offs and will miss his side's first match in the Netherlands as a result. No other player is affected
in this way. Both red and yellow card suspensions imposed during the tournament will apply at least to the next match.
Any player booked in two separate matches will miss the next game, while group-stage cautions are not wiped out
before the knockout phase.
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Tournament schedule

Final tournament
VenueAwayResHomeDate
HeerenveenIsrael1 - 0NetherlandsGrp A10.06.2007
GroningenBelgium0 - 0PortugalGrp A10.06.2007
ArnhemEngland18:15Czech RepublicGrp B11.06.2007
NijmegenItaly20:45SerbiaGrp B11.06.2007
HeerenveenBelgium18:15IsraelGrp A13.06.2007
GroningenPortugal20:45NetherlandsGrp A13.06.2007
NijmegenSerbia18:15Czech RepublicGrp B14.06.2007
ArnhemItaly20:45EnglandGrp B14.06.2007
HeerenveenNetherlands20:45BelgiumGrp A16.06.2007
GroningenPortugal20:45IsraelGrp A16.06.2007
ArnhemCzech Republic20:45ItalyGrp B17.06.2007
NijmegenSerbia20:45EnglandGrp B17.06.2007

Group  A
PtsGAGFLDWPldTeamPos.
3010011Netherlands1
1000101Portugal2
1000101Belgium3
0101001Israel4

Group  B
PtsGAGFLDWPldTeamPos.
0------England1
0------Italy2
0------Serbia3
0------Czech Republic4

Top scorers - Qualifying round

Hedwiges Maduro (NED)1
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Legend

Squad list
No: number DoB: date of birth
Qual: qualifying FT: final tournament
Pld: played Gls: goals
Match officials
Nat: nationality
DoB: date of birth
Under-21: Total matches officiated in UEFA European Under-21 Championship including all qualifying round matches. Matches where the official
has acted as the fourth official are not included in these statistics. These are the official statistics considered valid for communicating official records
in the competition.
UEFA: Total matches officiated in all UEFA competitions including all qualifying round matches. Matches where the official has acted as the fourth
official are not included in these statistics. These are the official statistics considered valid for communicating official records in the competition.
Group statistics/Tournament schedule
Pos: position Pld: played
W: won D: drawn
L: lost GF: goals for
GA: goals against Pts: points
NOTE: All-time statistics
Goals totals include the outcome of disciplinary decisions (eg. match forfeits when a 3-0 result is determined). Goals totals do not include goals
scored from the penalty mark during a penalty shoot-out.

National team competitions
EURO: UEFA European Football Championship • U21: UEFA European
Under-21 Championship
WC: FIFA World Cup • CONFCUP: Confederation Cup
FRIE: Friendly internationals • U21FRIE: Under-21 friendly internationals
U21: UEFA European Under-21 Championship
U19: UEFA European Under-19 Championship • U18: UEFA European
Under-18 Championship
U17: UEFA European Under-17 Championship • U16: UEFA European
Under-16 Championship
RCUP: UEFA Regions' Cup • MCUP: UEFA-CAF Meridian Cup

:: Competition stages
QR3: Third qualifying roundF: Final
R1: First roundGS: Group stage
R2: Second roundGS1: First group stage
R3: Third roundGS2: Second group stage
R4: Fourth roundKO1: First knockout round
SF: Semi-finalsPR: Preliminary round
1/8: Eighth-finalsQF: Quarter-finals
1/16: Sixteenth-finalsQR: Qualifying round
1st: first legQR1: First qualifying round
2nd: second legQR2: Second qualifying round
P-O: Play-offFT: Final tournament
P-O 5th: Fifth place play-offP-O 3rd: Third place play-off
P-O 8th: Eighth place play-offP-O 7th: Seventh place play-off

:: Statistics
(+) : Denotes player introduced(-) : Denotes player substituted
(+/-) : Denotes player introduced and substituted(*) : Denotes player dismissed/sent off

• Disclaimer: Although UEFA has taken all reasonable care that the information contained within this document is
accurate at the time of publication, no representation or guarantee (including liability towards third parties), expressed
or implied, is made as to its accuracy, reliability or completeness. Therefore, UEFA assumes no liability for the use
or interpretation of information contained herein.
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